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Value Education (Interactive Session)

Being Compassionate and Celebrating

R.D.P.S

G.L.H.

24.LL.L7 (40 minutes)

Class IV (A-E)

: Value Education Dossier File

Diversity

. To inculcate an attitude of kindness and learn how to be caring.

. To foster understanding of various cultures.

. To inculcate love and respect for the country.

To develop the spirit of brotherhood and togetherness.

To develop love for living beings and understand "living is giving'

DESCRIPTION:

-[.oye an[ Comyassiort ilre rlecessities, not fuxuries.'Witftout tftem frurnanity

cannot survive.
Dalai Lama

Diversity is important because our country increasingly consists of various cultural, racial and ethnic

groups. So, to indoctrinate the value of respecting every diversity by being helpful, sympathetic,

caring towards everyone, an interactive session on the topic 'Celebrating Diversity' and 'Being

Compassionate' was organized in Guest Lecture Hall. The session commenced by telling them a

story based on 'It is a virtue to be compassionate'. The story gave them message that everyone

should have an attitude of kindness; love for living beings and to be generous towards everyone. A

video on 'Happiness is Helping others'was shown to them that emphasized on making the students

understand that helping others gives a feeling of happiness, love and emotions to the person.

Another video 'Being Different is Beautiful' was shown that emphasized on how beautiful and special

is being different from everyone. Further, a song 'Everybody is different' was played.which was sung

by all the students together. Students were also asked to share their experiences when they had

helped anyone and how they felt. Students participated with great zeal and enthusiasm and

presented their views. The session was a great learning experience for everyone.
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